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Andrea Blake's life has order. Everything is meticulously laid out and planned, from her house in its

quiet neighborhood to her career path at Hagan's, the largest supermarket chain in the Northeast.

Andrea knows what she wants. Enter Kendall Foster, the distractingly attractive woman in charge of

sales for her family's local microbrewery and somebody who wants very much to get her beer onto

Hagan's shelves. A decision that happens to be Andrea's. The physical attraction is immediate and

hard to resist, but Andrea doesn't need a complication like Kendall in her life, not when she's

rocketing toward predictable security. But Kendall is fun. And smart. And oh, so sexy. Can she

convince Andrea that her rather flat, flavorless life could be way better with just a little bit of spice?
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First, I love Georgia Beers. Too Close to Touch and Zero Visibility are fantastic! books. This one,

however, sort of... bored me. Which I didn't expect at all. Georgia is a master of the build-up. She's

great at creating sexual/emotional/physical tension between characters. But nothing really surprised

me with this story. Honestly, the biggest surprise was when Andrea was going to ask Kendall about

moving with her. I mean, say what?! That went from casual to U-haul with nothing in between. Even

the sex was pretty C average. They did a great job talking about how great the sex was, but as a

reader, I didn't really see it.I'm still going to read Georgia's books because I think this was a fluke,

but I feel more like this was A Little Bit of Meh.



You really can't go wrong when it comes to a novel by Georgia Beers. Like all her books, this is a

charming story about two very likable women who fall in love, watch it crumble and then live happily

ever after. Hey, that's no spoiler...that's just Ms. Beers. This book provides a great tease in that I

was ready for these women to get together a lot earlier than they actually did. It really kept me up

into the wee hours of the morning because I wasn't going to put it down until I got that first kiss. The

only thing that I would "criticize" is that both women are drop dead gorgeous. Why are they always

drop dead gorgeous? I'd love to read a Beers novel about two lovely, somewhat average women

who find their happily ever after.

I enjoy Georgia Beers' books, some more than others and this was one of the better ones, although

I wasn't sure this Andrea character was someone I would be able to warm to... but that kitten did the

job! In that spirit, just a quick message to cover artists out there: we need more kittens :)

This was a fun book. If you like beer (and especially if you want to learn a little bit more about it),

and you like romances, this one will hit the spot. I would recommend it to anyone looking for a fun,

light, romantic read. As someone who mostly knows about wine, learning more about beer was a

cool bonus as well.

Well... I agree with the other post, the only down side is now I have to wait for another book. Maybe

I'll go and reread "Too Close to Touch," since they made a cameo in this book. I am not a fan of

beer, at all, and I've been to a beer tasting, but that didn't take anything away from the story for me.

The story was well written with every character being enjoyable, like in all Beers' books, and what

most lesfic authors lack. It's always hard to pick a favorite between the protagonists. There was

great character development. And I absolutely loved that the protagonists knew each other from the

first sentence of the novel. The book was adorable, and cheap.

"I like it, I like it a lot". That's what went through my brain the entire time I read A Little Bit of Spice.

Anytime you start a book and the first sentence has a well placed F word, you have my attention.

This is a good romance novel.The book introduces us to our two protagonists at a recreation league

volleyball match. Volleyball, apparently brings out the beast in Andrea Blake. She is the dirty foul

mouthed F-bomber. The referee, Kendall Foster, is our other lead and she is the one Ms. Blake is

dressing down. Great start for love right.When Kendall isn't being cussed out, she is one the

partners, and the main sales rep for her family's microbrewery. Here is where things get sticky. The



Foster's want their beer carried by the main supermarket chain in the area, Hagen's. Well, just who

do you think got promoted to head of beer distribution? Well of course, the super hot, volleyball

monster Andrea Blake. The only problem is that Andrea knows very little about beer. Then, after an

ill timed outburst on Kendall's part, in a board meeting no less, Kendall begins to teach Andrea

about beer and its varieties. This begins the olive branch towards friendship and then more.All of my

reviews of lesbian romance novels can be found at http://theromanticreaderblog.com/This book

revolves around missteps and preconceived notions the two have about each other. It has just

enough angst, and a whole lot of chemistry. I liked the interactions between Kendall and Andrea.

They were funny and sexy.My one problem with the book is that while we started with the whole

volleyball, high school rivals scenario, it was never explored again. Not even brought up in a casual

conversation between the two ladies. More chapters please! Is there an unwritten rule out there that

books must end before 300 pages are written?

I really enjoyed this book. It's a great story and the love scenes are very descriptive. It feels like it's

really happening, not a book you are reading! I've read it multiple times. I love it

I loved this book. I couldn't put it down. I would often read it at work because it was that addicting.

The intimate scenes were very real, which I appreciated being a lesbian myself. I will be buying

more books from this author for sure.
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